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KEY MESSAGE

The conclusions of several projects have shown that LoAs or transfer of control points may not always 
be	conducive	to	facilitating	an	optimal	vertical	profile.

The European CCO / CDO Action Plan promotes a regular and systematic collaborative LoA review pro-
cess. This process should review all individual restrictions that are included in each LoA to identify 
whether they are still relevant or may need to be updated due to a change of route / sector boundary, 
current	fleet	mix	on	the	route	or	the	performance	envelope	of	newer	aircraft.	The	aim	of	this	review	is	
to	minimise,	to	the	minimum	time	possible,	the	vertical	inefficiency	in	the	transfer	of	air	traffic	between	
ATS units.

New	LoAs	should	be	designed	on	a	flexible	basis	that	can	be	adapted	to	runway	direction,	high	/	low	
demand	periods,	seasonal	traffic,	week	/	weekend	traffic	patterns,	where	possible.	LoAs	should	also	be	
reviewed	on	a	regular	basis	and	may	also	benefit	from	the	creation	of	new	waypoints	to	enable	a	new,	
more	optimal	and	higher	Top	of	Descent	point,	or	a	more	optimum	descent	profile.

APPENDIX G:
LoAS / RAD RESTRICTIONS

The purpose of an LoA is to define the coordination procedures to be applied between ATS units when transferring air traf-
fic between ATC sectors and centres. It allows Controllers to safely manage the high level of traffic in European airspace by 
providing traffic flow separation.

However, LoAs, can in some cases, be too static and somewhat conservative. The objective is rather to create greater flexi-
bility in the system by adapting LoA restrictions to flight efficiency profiles, so increasing fuel saving and noise abatement.

The European CCO / CDO Task Force analysed the level segments found during climb and descent at multiple major and mi-
nor airports across Europe and discovered that, in general, most segments of inefficient intermediate level flight are found 
at higher levels because the aircrafts were complying with LoA level restrictions. 

In addition, the conclusions of several projects (e.g. the SESAR ODP Project) have shown that LoAs or transfer of control 
points may not always facilitate an optimal vertical profile. While the transfer of control points and level restrictions are 
likely to be defined for ATFM reasons, to de-conflict traffic flows and maintain capacity in adjacent sectors, they can still be 
optimised. Therefore, while some flexibility can be given in terms of the altitude of the transfer of control via ATC tactical 
clearances, this may have a negative impact on predictability. 

The SESAR ODP Project concluded that LoAs related to specific waypoints could be moved, to newly created more optimally 
located waypoints, while reviews could be regularly undertaken to update the existing transfer of control levels by com-
paring the effect that the performance envelope of more modern aircraft types or the profiles of more modern fleet mixes 
would have upon inefficiency.

The European CCO / CDO Action Plan promotes a regular and systematic collaborative LoA review process. This process 
should review all the individual restrictions that have been used to develop each LoA in a step by step process. It should 
identify whether they are still relevant or if they need to be updated due to a change of route / sector boundary, current fleet 
mix on the route or the performance envelope of newer aircraft. 

The aim of this review is to minimise, the amount of time spent in level flight between airspace sectors and to ensure that 
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the LoAs do not unfairly restrict arriving / departing traffic with unnecessary vertical constraints that result in inefficient 
levels-offs and corresponding increases in fuel penalties and associated emissions. Where possible, in mutual agreements 
between ATC units, ANSPs should declare FL restrictions on LoAs, as “non-permanent” or “on request”.

For new (and existing) LoAs, they should be designed to facilitate optimal descent profiles (ideally from ToD). The Action 
Plan also requests that the appropriate stakeholders to design LoAs on a more flexible basis; one that can be adapted to 
runway direction, high / low demand periods, seasonal traffic, week / weekend traffic patterns, where possible. LoAs should 
also be reviewed on a regular basis and operations may also benefit from the creation of new waypoints to enable a new, 
more optimal and higher Top of Descent point, or a more optimum descent profile.

ANSPs should also consider applying transfer conditions not necessarily “at level” but “descending / climbing” out of a spe-
cific altitude / FL. Extra benefits to flight efficiency are granted by LoAs that can be triggered “on request”, rather than on a 
permanent application basis.

Where LoAs exist, CCOs and CDOs can be disrupted by a late handover from one ATCO to the next. Changing frequency, 
checking in and getting a new level clearance can take over a minute. High performance modern jets can climb and descend 
at rates in excess of 3,000ft/min. In a ‘no conflict’ situation, a handover initiated at only a short time before the cleared level, 
can result in an inefficient level-off, in a no conflict situation, disrupting the CCO / CDO and increasing Flight Crew workload. 
Finally, where altitude restrictions exist due to LoAs (standing agreements) between centres / sectors, consideration should 
be given to creating a respective waypoint / restriction so that the level restrictions are brought to the attention of airspace 
users and / or CFSPs. This allows consideration by CFSPs for fuel planning and by the FMS for optimised flight paths that are 
correlated with practical daily use. 

This set of measures can guarantee safe and efficient operational management by ATCOs together with a significant reduc-
tion of inefficient level-offs.

The RAD allows States / FABs / ANSPs to maximise capacity and reduce complexity by defining restrictions that prevent 
disruption to the organised system of major traffic flows through congested areas with due regard to Aircraft Operators’ 
requirements. 

The RAD also contributes, however, to reducing vertical flight efficiency due to many altitude restrictions that may lead to 
reduced CDO performances, especially from ToD. Optimising CDO from ToD or higher levels from the flight planning point 
of view, requires that LoAs, RAD restrictions and / or internal working methods be regularly and collaboratively reviewed. 
This requires the support of the operational stakeholders involved, the Network Manager included, to ensure that all inter-
dependencies (mainly capacity) are preserved.

Regardless of the measures outlined above, it should be noted that under certain circumstances, trajectory predictability is 
an inherent part of the system in maintaining capacity. The objective of the NM “file it, fly it” campaign is to make sure that 
this level of predictability is maintained in the summer period. 

Bearing this in mind, ATCOs, ATFM Staff and NM should be encouraged, wherever possible and when the traffic situation 
permits, to relax RAD restrictions on a tactical basis. This allows aircraft to remain at more optimum (higher) flight levels for 
longer, and to waive vertical constraints so as to facilitate enhanced performance.

This enables the Flight Crew to further optimise the descent profile and may allow for tactical handovers to neighbouring 
sectors at more optimum levels than usual. 

Coordination with neighbouring / downstream sectors may be required to ensure that any such relaxation of RAD restric-
tions will not unduly influence sector sequences or create overload situations in sectors handling the remaining trajectory 
of the flight concerned.
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As part of its work programme, the CCO / CDO task Force is developing a generic LoA review process with the aim of taking 
current good LoA review practices into account together with experiences encountered in the SESAR ODP Project. This 
review process will be shared with the appropriate European Working Arrangements for review and approval, upon com-
pletion (expected mid-2020). 

SESAR ODP EXPERIENCES

The SESAR ODP Project performed a large-scale review of high-altitude strategic restrictions in LoAs along multiple 
routes in the core area of Europe, with the participation of Maastricht UAC, DFS, SKYGUIDE, DSNA, AUSTROCONTROL 
and the participation of multiple Airspace Users. They reviewed the restrictions for each route against the performance 
of the traffic mix that typically flies each route, in order to assess how penalising they were. Where higher penalties were 
identified, the potential revision of the restrictions was studied, and when possible applied. The changes that were 
implemented within the ODP Project were typically in the sense of raising an altitude constraint, and were not large, 
e.g. they would raise the transfer flight level in the LoA by 2,000ft. Even though the fuel gain for each individual flight 
may not have been very significant, when the data were aggregated together, the overall gain for the environment 
turned out to be very large, due to how busy the routes were. The ODP report contains valuable information of the 
process that was followed, the challenges that were encountered by the team and recommendations based on their 
lessons learned. 

For case studies on the development of a seasonal LoA in Switzerland, see Appendix Q1.

For a more detailed case study on the outcomes of the ODP study, see Appendix Q3.


